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Vision and mission:
To make DNotes the trusted and inclusive digital currency to gain mass adoption in global commerce.
To achieve this goal, we have laid out a strategic path that includes a fully integrated business ecosystem. The company’s mandate is to manage each business unit with a mindset that emphasizes
being the ‘best in class’, focusing on those businesses and partnerships that are best aligned with
our philosophy to help bring the DNotes digital currency and blockchain solutions into the mainstream.
Company facts:
The company has responsibility for developing DNotes digital currency and is about to release an
upgraded version of the currency (DNotes 2.0) in early April. The upgrade will see DNotes holders
receive 0.5% monthly in blockchain based interest on all funds held at our internal web-wallet (6%
annualized), and an additional ~2% payout for supporting the network through a probability-based
‘staking reward’.
The company supports the DNotes currency with 25% of its initial equity (subject to dilution).
The company has created a business ecosystem to support and enhance DNotes utility and value,
by building business properties that help connect the currency to the financial world and create
value for the company’s investors. Revenue from the ecosystem is used to fund further expansion
of both the currency and business ecosystem.

Our Current Programs:
•
CRISP – An array of self-directed savings plans and outreach program for DNotes digital
currency to encourage and facilitate individual savings. We are launching our CRISP interest program with the launch of DNotes 2.0 in April.
•
DNotesVault – An easy to use and safe storage environment for your DNotes digital currency that allows anyone, regardless of technical knowledge, to safely store their DNotes.
•
DCEBrief – A digital currency media and news outlet to educate and inform the public
about digital currency, related news, and thoughtful opinion on topics affecting the industry.
•
CryptoMoms – A platform dedicated to promoting digital currency to the female population,
to ensure that they too have the best opportunity to gain access to and inclusion in the digital currency economy.
•
Invoice & Payment System – In the process of launching our first step toward integrating
digital currency into existing payment systems and networks, with a blockchain based invoice
number.
•
Four Pillars of Business Success: A 70-episode video series and printed book providing key
insights and principled advice to help new and struggling entrepreneurs create, build, and sustain
a successful business enterprise. DNotes Global will provide consulting services to partner firms
based on the principles of success outlined in the book.
Upcoming Programs:
●
Launch of DNotes 2.0 upgrade in early April
●
Fundraising - Reg D 506 (c) followed by a Reg A+ Mini-IPO
●
Integration of DNotes blockchain invoicing and payment system in existing and popular
payment platforms.
Links:
DNotes Coin:		
DNotes Global:
Whitepaper: 		
Pitch Deck Video:

http://dnotescoin.com
https://dnotesglobal.com
https://dnotesglobal.com/white-paper/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XculeWKdbbE

Recent Press Releases:
DNotes Global, Inc. Announces White Paper Release, Outlining Bold New Vision for Digital Currency Adoption
DNotes Global, Inc. Announces Launch of DNotes 2.0 Alpha Pre-Release
DNotes Global, Inc CEO Alan Yong Shares View on The ICO Conundrum – A Challenge Beyond
the SEC Mandate
DNotes Turns Four
DNotes Global, Inc. Announces Partnership with Geneca for Blockchain Technology Development

Media Contacts:
Alan Yong, CEO
Phone: +15176174193
Email: Alan.Yong@DNotesGlobal.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/alan-yong-9b2707a5/
Author, Strategist, Entrepreneur, Visionary, Technology & Computing Pioneer, Alan Yong, is
committed to bringing the advantages of digital currency to everyday consumers by executing
winning strategies that he has implemented and refined over his 45 year entrepreneurial career.
Alan has experience in nascent industries, having created the DTR, the world’s first personal tablet
computer in the early 1990’s as founder and CEO of Dauphin - a company best known for winning
a $400m contract with the Pentagon and $150m manufacturing agreement with IBM. Alan is also
the co-founder of Smokeys Gardens, one of the largest daylily growers in the world.
Alan draws from this experience to create the necessary winning strategies to bring his vision of a
stable globally-accepted digital currency to fruition. To do this, he co-founded an ecosystem centered on “DNotes”, a second-generation Bitcoin alternative digital currency. The DNotes-centric
ecosystem includes DNotesVault, and a series of self-directed investment plans that encourage
savings for different age demographics called CRISPS. The ecosystem also contains several currency-neutral web properties: Cryptomoms.com to encourage female participation in the industry,
and DCEBrief - a news website that provides industry stakeholders with timely news and opinion,
delivered in executive summary format.

Alan is outspoken in his belief that digital currency has the potential to facilitate instant global
trade at near-zero cost, allow private citizens to act as their own bank, insulate private wealth from
local political turmoil, and stabilize the world economy. In his view, digital currency is the greatest
technological revolution since the internet, with the potential for creating massive job growth and
wealth for people around the world.
Alan received his MBA from Northern Illinois University in 1976, having previously been awarded a full YMCA scholarship in 1971 to study an undergraduate degree in Behavioral Science.
Tim Goggin, Director
Phone: +610423559757 (Australia)
Email: Tim.Goggin@DNotesGlobal.com
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/timothy-goggin-19b877b6/
Specialist in Blockchain, cryptocurrency, and payment system design. Director and public face of
DNotes Global. Conference guest speaker, and advisor to Chief Executives from four large government departments in New Zealand on digital currency.
Researching and analyzing market trends, advising on monetary theory, formulating and executing
business strategies. Communicating with the DNotes community, stakeholders, and potential users’
the benefits of digital currency and explaining how DNotes Global will exploit them across media,
articles, books, and online fora.
Economic analyst influenced by Austrian School theory, with an interest in the application of moral philosophy and decentralized systems. Studied economics & information systems at the School
of Business at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. Theorist of the consequential and
moral dimensions of implementing digital currencies and the resulting synergies for consumers in
the trading environment.

